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Who We Are
Our Company
Comhar Partners was formed to have all of the capabilities of the larger firms while being
more nimble and entrepreneurial in the marketplace; exhibited by our people, one firm
approach and our service offerings which include Executive Search, Talent Advisory Services
and Professional Recruiting. Comhar Partners is headquartered in Chicago with specialized
recruiting consultants in 7 offices across the US.
Our Mission
Our mission is very clear - to provide flexible and transparent service.
Our Passion
We have a passion for collaboration. Comhar, derived from the Gaelic word meaning
“collaboration”, came together with the intent of providing expert recruiting in deep
partnership with clients in order to solve talent management challenges.

What Sets Us Apart
We believe that the key to success is collaboration. We will be with you every step of the
way
We have 20 industry-specific consultants
We provide you with consultative insights
All data that we source will be given to you
We provide talent advisory services that will help you attain your goal of creating talent
management strategies
Professional Recruiting

Executive Search
Attracting top talent requires a
meticulous approach in assessing
executives’
abilities
to
be
prosperous in their specific roles.
Our
consultants
hold
a
comprehensive understanding of
different industries and functional
roles to guarantee finding your
best-fit leader who will make a
lasting impact within your
organization.
Chicago Headquarters

This contemporary search process
offers flexible and scalable talent
acquisition solutions tailored to
attract professionals at the middle
to upper levels of management.
With resources dedicated to each
industry and sector across the
nation, Comhar Partners is beyond
equipt to meet your hiring needs.

300 South Wacker, Suite 201, Chicago, IL 60606

Talent Advisory Services
At Comhar Partners we understand
that your goal is to create talent
management strategies to attract
candidates who have the skillset to
take your organization to new
limits in the future. We provide
talent advisory services such
as
compensation
analysis,
executive assessment,
and on boarding and acculturation.
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Healthcare and Life Sciences
There are historic challenges confronting today’s healthcare and life sciences industry and
along with that comes massive change. Confronted with such big change, it is important now
more than ever that your organization has the right organizational structures that will rise to
new opportunities and overcome obstacles to help position your organization for lasting
growth.
Comhar Partners understands the competitive and rapidly evolving landscape faced by life
science, pharmaceutical and healthcare provider organizations. Our greatest strength is our
ability to partner with our clients and provide a high quality, timely and value-added solution
for a wide range of their senior human capital needs.
Comhar Partner’s Life Sciences and Healthcare Practice Group strives for excellence and is
always ready to serve you, be it on a regional or national level.

Our consultants help you stay ahead of the curve of ongoing transitions in the
Healthcare and Lifesciences landscape. We work closely with you to assess
candidates´ key experiences, core competencies, and leadership potential.
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Business Markets
Healthcare Management

Healthcare Payer

Our team in healthcare management is an
experienced group of management consultants
who understand the particular challenges of
attracting and recruiting highly qualified leaders
within the healthcare landscape. We have led
human capital search programs across the
United States to build competitive advantage for
our clients.

At Comhar Partners, we understand that top
candidates in the healthcare payer landscape
require profound financial and operational
backgrounds. Our consultants are here to bring
you top quality executives to help your business
grow to new heights.

Healthcare Provider

Pharma

Our team in the healthcare provider landscape is
an experienced group of management
consultants who understand the particular
challenges of attracting and recruiting highly
qualified leaders within the healthcare provider
landscape. We have led human capital search
programs across the United States to build
competitive advantage for our clients.

Pharma is making a powerful impact on the life
sciences industry. We apply our insight into the
national pharma marketplace to advise
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies
across the United States about leadership and
recruit outstanding senior-level executives.

Medical Devices

Medical Research

Technology plays a role in every aspect of life
sciences, including new products, medicines, and
even systems that will transform human life as we
know it. To be at the top of the class, life science
companies need top technology leaders who
understand the competitive environment of
medical devices. Comhar Partners will find you
those exceptional leaders that will transform
your organization.

Comhar Partners has a deep medical research
expertise. Our highly specialized team of
consultants will find you top-in-class executives
that have a comprehensive background in the
scientific principles of clinical and medical
research.
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